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CEReS??? Musali Krishnaiah  
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???????????????? ???? ? ? ??? ???? ? ? ??? ????? ?????????? ????
???????????? ???????????????????????
It is hard to believe that a seminar on “Lidar 
observations of the atmosphere over Gadanki, 
India” delivered on one day in November 2006, 
during my first visit to Japan to attend the 
AsCA”06/CrSJ meeting held at Tsukuba in 
connection with my crystallographic research, 
will create an origin of long stay in Japan. On the 
day of seminar I felt little guilty when encroached 
busy schedule with 10 minutes delay in 
identifying CEReS. After the seminar Prof 
Hiroaki Kuze students Mr. Bannu and others 
helped me showing the lidar and other 
experimental facilities. 
Initiation and strong involvement in the 
research activities of Atmospheric Science related to Climate and Environmental issues using the 
state of the art Indo-Japanese Lidar system established in March 1998 and other collocated facilities 
at NARL, Gadanki, India prompted me to acquaint Lidar group and their laboratories in Japan. At 
this instant, Prof Nobuo Takeuchi’s (Professor Emeritus, Chiba University) help and personal 
guidance to a foreigner like me, in arranging the interactions with his group and visit to the 
laboratories in Chiba University as well as other places in Tokyo, is highly appreciable and 
acknowledgeable. 
Among all my scientific visits to Australia, Italy, Japan, Myanmar, Singapore, Switzerland, and 
USA, life in Japan and institutional sophistication in laboratories attracted my mind to conceive a 
dream of working for long time and thanks to Japan Society for Promotion of Science (JSPS), Japan 
for awarding the Fellowship and Prof Hiroaki Kuze, for his kind acceptance to host, realizing the 
dream of 10 months stay.  
Began the life in Japan from 1st May 2008 particularly in Chiba area with warm welcome by 
Prof. Kuze and his students’ right from the airport and their meticulous care in arranging the ward 
office registration, comfortable accommodation and amenities at walking distance from the 
university.  
Continued my research in the same field “Characterization of aerosols and their effect and 
interaction on cloud formation using the Lidar and other remote sensing techniques available” with 
brief introduction to the chairman and faculty members of Center for Environmental Remote 
Sensing (CEReS), Chiba University. Benefited immensely my association with Prof. Kuze who is 
well disciplined and serious by appearance but very kind hearted and generous in sparing his 
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valuable time for the discussions both theoretical and experimental aspects and to share with me his 
experiences and expertise.    
Participation in group seminars weekly twice, gave me a wide scope on the subject and 
opportunity to discuss with young scholars and also present the fundamentals and my scientific 
results observed. Prof. Kuze’s constructive comments and advice, always with a smiling face, not 
only to me but also to all students are admirable. 
Ample opportunity is given to meet the experts and Dr Yuko Yuhara, Director, International 
Affairs division discuss many aspects at Indonesia-Japan joint Scientific Symposium 2008 held in 
the campus, during September 9-11th, 2008 and visiting other centers such as NICT Space Center at 
Kashima and another one in Tokyo. 
The JSPS fellowship has allowed me to travel along with host to attend 26th Japanese Laser 
Sensing Symposium held in Hotel Parens-Onoya, Asakura city, Fukuoka during September 11-12th 
2008 and present the work on “Portable lidar observations of aerosol layers” and also on “Lidar 
and satellite observations of cirrus climatology over a tropical site, Gadanki, India”. Exchanged 
many views and discussed with some experts and Prof. Makoto Abo, T.M. University, Tokyo and 
observed latest instruments shown in exhibition. Nature gifted hot spring bath and greenery 
agricultural fields around the venue of the symposium are highlights of my visit apart from the 
academic benefits. 
In 14th CEReS International Symposium and SKYNET Workshop on “Remote Sensing of the 
Atmosphere for Better Understanding of the Climate Change” held at Chiba university during 
13-14th November, 2008, I had the privilege to deliver an invited talk on “Atmospheric features over 
Tropical station - Lidar observations from troposphere to mesopause region” and present four 
papers as posters besides the honor of chairing one of the sessions. During the above two days I 
could meet many experts like Prof John A. Ogren and Prof R. Pinker from USA, Dr Young J. Kim 
from Korea and Dr T. Nakajima from Japan and other eminent scientists from different countries. 
Chiba University is an excellent and beautiful campus with academic Excellence and 
environment for both teaching and research with necessary infrastructure like state of the art 
equipment in laboratories, library accessible to most of the World’s top –ranked journals, Cafeteria, 
Co-op, Medical Health Center etc.. The campus is easily locatable and accessible by road and rail 
with few minutes walk from public transport stations. Felt very lucky to be in CEReS with my host 
Prof. Hiroaki Kuze, his research group: Mr Bannu and Mr. Shuji Miyazawa and others; Prof. 
Nishio, director and office staff, particularly Yoko Hidaka-san and Shibasaki-san, who have 
extended their support and help with lot of affection and love for our comfortable stay in Chiba 
University and I owe a lot to them.  
No doubt Japan is a gifted country with good climate of two days Sun shine followed by small 
rain or drizzling with melodious winds cleaning the atmosphere. Technologically sound with 
advanced infrastructure for comfortable living and protection from natural disasters like seismic 
nature. People of Japan are highly civilized with busy working hobby, good humanity and 
mannerism. Did not experience any sort of inconvenience/difficulty or away from the Native country 
either in or outside the campus, since People of Japan are so generous to help the new persons of 
other nations when later encounter language problem to identify the location of places /shopping. 
Ms Shibasaki –san’s personal help and Chiba City health office staff’s cooperation in extending  
the Japanese Government partial reimbursement for two, out of six failure attempts of our 
treatment for infertility which is a golden goose for all the infertility doctors in the world including 
at Kato Ladies Clinic, Shinjuku is worth to record. 
After completing the JSPS Fellowship by the end of February 2009 and reaching the Parent 
institution, the experiences that are gained from the Chiba University will be useful to discharge the 
responsibilities in teaching and research in the related areas. 
   I wish to maintain the close contact and collaboration with my JSPS host and other colleague sat 
Chiba University and a number of other Japanese institutions. In near future also I wish to attend 
the conferences and seminars to be held at Chiba and other places in Japan. Organizing the 
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symposia and conferences at National and international level I take the opportunity to invite my 
host and other fellow researchers from Japan and host them to facilitate their research and 
collaboration. 
In summary, I feel extremely fortunate to have been awarded the JSPS invitation fellowship to 
which I am ever grateful to JSPS and thanks to Prof. H. Kuze for accepting to host me to enrich and 
advance my academic research in the area of environmental remote sensing. The opportunity given 
to my spouse Dr C. Sujathamma as visiting research fellow under Prof Akihiko Kondoh and learn 
GIS and Remote Sensing useful to her subject Geography is sincerely acknowledged. Because of 
JSPS I could advance my research, make many colleagues and friends in Japan. Group parties on 
special occasions and at the year ending and faculty get together at the beginning of the year 2009 
and the last but not the least my host professor and his family hospitality are the sweet memories in 
my life. 
  
New Visiting Researcher?????? Dr. Sugianto   
 
    My name is Sugianto, secretary for graduate program 
Syiah Kuala University, Banda Aceh, Indonesia. It is my 
pleasure to have an opportunity to introduce myself in the 
CEReS newsletter. I graduated with a B.Sc from Syiah Kuala 
University in 1991 (Soil Science). Then, I worked on 
Postgraduate Diploma and Masters in Surveying and Mapping 
in Curtin University of Technology, Australia. In 2005, I 
obtained Ph.D from the University of New South Wales, 
Australia (Hyperspectral Remote Sensing). As a lecturer at 
Syiah Kuala University, I teach Remote sensing/GIS and 
Geomorphology, Spatial Planning and Land Evaluation. With the support of Indonesian 
government through Indonesia Planning Board (Bappenas), I am staying at CEReS, Chiba 
University as a visiting scientist (sabbatical leave program/visiting researcher) from January 20, 
2009 to March 17, 2009.  
    My broad research area is in Hyperspctral Remote Sensing, land cover and land use using 
Remote Sensing data. My past research is focused multi-angular hyperspectral remote sensing for 
soil and plant, land use change and land evaluation for agriculture purposes and Spatial 
information for land use planning. Currently, my research focus is the use of SAR data for 
investigating land use change in Aceh, Indonesia. During this staying period, I am enjoying 
communications with the staff members of CEReS, including Dr. J.T.Sri Sumantyo, and students. 
